Departmental Preliminary Approval to Extend (DPA) 
Instructions

UCEAP encourages you to consider extending your study abroad experience. If you are interested in this possibility, submit a DPA. Check YES on the DPA and have it signed by your major adviser AND a college adviser. Submitting a DPA signed by your advisors does not commit you to extending; it simply makes it much easier to extend should you decide to do so at a later date. If you are not considering the option to extend, you do not need to complete this form.

In order to successfully extend your participation abroad, you must meet the minimum program requirements of the EAP option you are extending to (i.e. GPA, Class Level, Language and Course Prerequisites).

Extension Options for 2016-17 EAP Programs (subject to change)

Australia
- Immersion Spring Semester to Year (same university only)

Barbados
- Fall Semester to Year
- Spring Semester to Fall Semester

Brazil
- PUC-Rio Fall Semester to PUC-Rio Spring Semester
- PUC-Rio Spring Semester to Year

Canada
- Fall Semester to Year (same university only)

Chile
- Immersion Fall Semester to Spring Semester (same university only)
- Immersion Spring Semester to Year (same university only)

China
- BNU Summer Language & Culture to BNU Fall Semester
- BNU Fall Semester (with or without BNU summer) to Peking Spring Semester
- Fudan Fall Semester to Fudan Spring Semester
- Fudan Fall Semester to Peking Spring Semester

Czech Republic
- Central European Studies, Prague Fall Semester to Spring Semester

Denmark
- Fall Semester to Year
- Spring Semester to Fall Semester
- Spring Semester to Academic Year

France*
- UC Center Paris Summer to UC Center Paris Fall Semester
- UC Center Paris Fall Semester to Bordeaux (Coursework in English) Spring Semester (Max. 1 semester of French before departure)
- UC Center Paris Fall Semester to Bordeaux (Coursework in French) Spring Semester (1 year of French required before departure)
- UC Center Paris Fall Semester to Bordeaux Language & Culture Spring Semester (1 semester of French required before departure)
- UC Center Paris Fall Semester to Lyon 3 Coursework in English Spring Semester (Max. 1 semester of French before departure)
France* (con't)

UC Center Paris Fall Semester to French & European Politics, Sciences Po – University of Lyon Spring Semester (Max. 1 semester of French before departure)
UC Center Paris Fall Semester to Sciences Po Spring Semester (see list of eligible majors)
Bordeaux - Coursework in English - Fall Semester to Year (Max. 3 semesters of French required before departure)
Bordeaux - Coursework in English - Fall Semester to Bordeaux - Coursework in French Spring Semester (3 semesters of French required before departure)
Bordeaux - Coursework in French - Fall Semester to Year
Bordeaux Language and Culture Fall Semester to Bordeaux - Coursework in French Spring Semester
Bordeaux Language and Culture Fall Semester to Lyon Spring
Univ of Lyon Immersion Fall Semester to Year
Lyons Language and Culture Fall Semester to Lyon Spring Semester
Lyons Language and Culture Fall Semester to Bordeaux - Coursework in French Spring Semester
Advanced Studies, Ecole Normale Supérieure, Fall Semester to Year
Sciences Po Fall semester to Year
French & European Politics, Sciences Po - University of Lyon Fall Semester to Lyon 3 Coursework in English Spring (Max. 3 semesters of university-level French before the fall program begins)
French & European Politics, Sciences Po - University of Lyon Fall Semester to University of Lyon Spring (requires 3 semesters of university-level French before the fall program begins)
University of Lyon 3 – Coursework in English Fall Semester to Spring Semester (Max. 3 semesters of French before the Fall program begins)
University of Lyon 3 – Coursework in English Fall Semester to French & European Politics, Sciences Po, Lyon Spring Semester (Max. 1 semester of French before the fall program begins)
University of Lyon 3 – Coursework in English Fall Semester to University of Lyon Spring Semester (3 semesters of French required before departure)

* For EAP France options, if there is even a slight possibility that you may extend your participation, it is STRONGLY recommended that you submit a ‘Yes’ DPA. This will allow you to apply for a yearlong visa. If you do not submit a ‘Yes’ DPA and decide to extend while abroad, you must return to California between terms to apply for a second visa.

Germany

Berlin BEST Fall Semester to Berlin BEST Spring Semester
Free University Berlin Fall Semester to Year
Humboldt University Berlin Fall Semester to Year
Technical University Berlin Fall Semester to Year

Ghana

Ghana Fall Semester to Year
Ghana Summer to Fall Semester
Ghana Summer to Year

Hong Kong

Fall semester to Year (same university only)

Ireland

Fall Semester to Year (same university only)

Israel

Fall Semester to Year (same university only)**

** 3.5 GPA needed for Hebrew Univ. of Jerusalem extension to "Spring in Jerusalem Honors"

Italy

Bocconi Fall Semester to Year
Bologna Fall Semester to Year
Florence Fall Semester to Bologna Spring Semester (must meet language requirement)
Florence Fall Semester to Florence Spring Semester
Florence Fall Semester to Rome Spring Semester
Rome Fall Semester to Bologna Spring Semester (must meet language requirement)
Rome Fall Semester to Florence Spring Semester
Rome Fall Semester to Rome Spring Semester
Japan
  International Christian Univ. (ICU) ILP+Fall to Year

Jordan
  Advanced Arabic Fall to Year
  Advanced Arabic Fall to Arabic Language & Culture Spring
  Advanced Arabic Fall to Diplomacy & Policy Studies Spring
  Arabic Language & Culture Fall to Advanced Arabic Spring
  Arabic Language & Culture Fall to Diplomacy & Policy Studies Spring
  Diplomacy & Policy Studies fall to Advanced Arabic Spring
  Diplomacy & Policy Studies fall to Language & Culture Spring

Korea
  Summer to Fall Semester*
  Summer to Year*
  Fall Semester (with or without Summer) to Year

* Extension to the fall/year program is only possible within the first week of summer participation with an approved DPA on file and a minimum UC GPA of 3.0 at the time of departure (grades after Spring 2016). It is better to apply now for fall or year programs if you are interested.

Mexico
  Fall Field Research Program to UNAM Spring Semester
  UNAM Fall Semester to Year

Netherlands
  Fall Semester to Year (same university only)

New Zealand
  Spring Semester to Year (same university only)

Russia
  Russian Area Studies Fall Semester to Year
  Russian Area Studies Fall Semester to Russian Language Spring (must meet language requirement)
  Russian Language Fall Semester to Year

Singapore
  National University of Singapore Fall Semester to Year

Spain*
  Autonoma Fall Semester to Year
  Carlos III Fall Hispanic Studies to Carlos III Spring Immersion
  Carlos III Fall Hispanic Studies to Madrid Complutense Spring
  Madrid Complutense Fall Semester to Year
  Córdoba Fall Semester to Carlos III Spring Hispanic Studies
  Cordoba Fall Semester to Granada Spring Semester
  Granada Fall Semester to Year

* For EAP Spain options, if there is even a slight possibility that you may extend your participation, it is STRONGLY recommended that you submit a ‘Yes’ DPA. This will allow you to apply for a yearlong visa. If you do not submit a ‘Yes’ DPA and decide to extend while abroad, you must return to California between terms to apply for a second visa.

Sweden
  Fall Semester to Year
  Spring Semester to Summer Language & Culture
  Spring Semester to Fall Semester
  Spring Semester to Academic Year

Taiwan
  National Taiwan Univ. Fall Semester to Year
Thailand
    Fall Semester to Year

Turkey
    Fall Semester to Year (same university only)

United Kingdom
    English Universities - Fall to Year (same university only)
    Scottish Universities - Fall to Year (same university only)